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ABSTRACT                                                                                          

This work summarized the usefulness of the circuit simulator spice in the design 

and construction of electronic device, it was employed through mathematical 

model to generate the values of the components needed in the circuit, followed 

by step by step simulations of components using pspice simulator before total 

simulation of the whole circuit, so as to observe the versatility of the 0 to 15volts 

Variable Power Supply before construction. Moreso, some other routine tests 

such as AC sweep, DC sweep, and Fourier Analysis and Transient Analysis 

were carried out and the results obtained were compared with that of 

Laboratory Bench Oscilloscope after the device construction. The simulation 

results and test carried out in the laboratory shown very good dynamic and 

static behavior of the proposed device. This shown probe is like a theoretical 

oscilloscope that can be used as a laboratory bench to view the waveforms of a 

designed circuit and can assist to have a constructed circuit well-tailored to the 

design. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Electronic circuit simulation uses mathematical models to replicate the 

behaviour of a certain electronic circuit. It greatly improves efficiency and 

provides insights to the behaviour of electronics circuit design. Integrated 

circuits (ICs) unlike board-level designs comprise of discrete parts that are 

impossible to bread-board before manufacture. Furthermore, the high cost of 

photolithographic masks and other manufacturing prerequisites make it 
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essential to design the circuit to be as close to perfect as possible before the 

integrated circuit is finally built. With bread-board, some circuit properties such 

as parasitic resistances and capacitances may not give  accurate results on the 

final printed wiring board(Rashid,  1993). 

Some electronic simulators contain schematic editor, a simulation engine and 

on screen wave forms and make “what if” scenarios easy and instant.  Though 

there are many simulating software around the world ranging from MATLAB 

(MATrix LABoratory), SPICE (Simulating Program with Integrated 

Circuit Emphasis),CROCODILE e.t.c.  

There are many SPICE Versions but the most widely used one is PSPICE (PC 

version of SPICE).  It contains all the extensive model and device libraries.  

These models typically include IC, specific transistor models such as BSIM, 

and generic components such as resistors, capacitors, inductors and 

transformers.(Banzhaf,1989) 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

SPICE is a powerful general purpose analog and mixed mode simulator used to 

verify circuit designs and to predict the circuit behaviours. It was first developed 

in the early 1970 and written in the FORTRAN (FORmula TRANslation) 

programming language and was intended to support the earlier data entry 

methods of this period.  SPICE was immediately valuable to allow circuit 

designers to analyse circuit systems in particular as the complexity of circuit 

began to expand with the arrival of the first integrated circuit (IC). Certainly, it 

is one of the most important tools in Electrical Engineering for Computer Aided 

Design (CAD).  SPICE was evolved with many advances in numerical analysis 

methods for accurate and fast computation and has appeared in many 

commercial forms.  SPICE has been parted to many platforms and the version 

that operates over windows operating system is PSPICE (PC version of 

SPICE).(Banzhaf,1989) 

PSPICE as mentioned earlier is the PC Version of SPICE. It contains both 

analog and digital libraries of standard components such as NAND, NOR, Flip-

flops, MUXes, FPGA, PLDs and many more digital components.  This makes 

it a useful tool for a wide range of analog and digital 
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application.(Tuinega,1992). In PSPICE, all analysis can be done at different 

temperatures.  But the default is 300K which is 27oC. (Carlson ,2000) 

While SPICE 1 had relatively few circuit elements available and used a fixed 

time-step (transient analysis).(Banzhaf,1989). However the beginning of SPICE 

2, eventually led to popularity of PSICE which was also coded in FORTRAN 

was a much improved program with more circuit element, variable time-step 

transient analysis using either trapezoidal or the gear integrated method, 

equation formulation via modified nodal analysis.  SPICE2 also included many 

semi conductor devices, compact models: three level of MOSFET, bi-polar 

model, a JFET model and a model for a junction diode.  In addition it has many 

other elements like resistors, capacitors, inductors (including coupling), 

independent voltage and current sources, ideal transmission lines and voltage 

and current controlled source. In SPICE 3, more sophisticated models, which 

were required due to advances in semi conductor technology, were added.  In 

particular, the BSIM family of model were also added which developed at UC 

Berkeley.(Banzhaf,1989). SPICE 3 retains the netlisting for circuit description 

and allow analysis to be controlled from a command line interface with basic 

X-WINDOWS PLOTTING,  

 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 

Materials/Components used 

2 No Transformer 

• T1 220V/18V , 25.6W, 116mAmp.   

• T2 220/9V,  6W, 27.8mAmp   

- 1 No of fuse, 500mA 1  switch 

- 1 no Bridge Rectifier, D1 – D4 Type IN 4002 

- 2 No PN junction diode, type IN4002 

- 4 No of Electrolytic capacitor 

• C1 (20f, 36V) , C4 (47f, 16V)     C2 (100f, 25V), 

C3 (200f, 25V) 

- 2 No zener diode (ZD), DIN750, 470V, 20MA, ½ W 

- 6 No of resistors 

• R1 10  0.25Kw,   R2 100MΩ   R3, 110 , 0.25Kw 

• R4 6.8k  0.5Kw,, R5 6.8k ,  R7 17k , 0.5Kw 
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• R8 1k , 0.25Kw,   R9 100MΩ, R10, 230 , 0.25Kw 

- 1 No of variable resistor Rz3 10 K  Max, 0.5Kw  

- 2 No NPN transistor Q2N9304     1 No of differential 

Amplifier, μA741 

 

Design Consideration and Analysis 

Transformer Unit;  Main concerns here while modelling on PSPICE simulator 

is to isolate output from input and  reduce the weight and cost of the transformer 

unit. In order to achieve these, high frequency transformer was employed 

because an increase in frequency reduces the size of devices such as 

transformers, inductors and capacitors (Theodore wildi, 1981) 

Transformer T1;  Power Rating = 25.610watts , Np = 440 turns, Voltage = 

220/18V,     frequency = 50Hz 

Then,  primary current, Ip = 
mA116
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Transformer T2; Power Rating = 6w, Voltage = 220/9V, frequency = 50Hz, Np 

= 440 turns 
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 Is = 0.68, Ns = 18 turns 

In order to model the transformer in PSPICE environment, mutual inductances’ 

coupling approach was used. Hence, according to Nilson (1990) 
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Chosen primary inductance, Lp = 2000, Ls = 13.4H 

Transformer T2,      
HL

L
s

s 4,
200220

9
==

 

Those values represent primary and secondary of the transformer in PSPICE 

Schematic Capture. 

 

For Rectified and Filtered Unit of Transformer T1 and T2;                                                     

 

Figure 1: Full Wave Filtered Rectifier   

For T1; since  Im = 
01.242.122 == xIrms A      Vm =  

46.251822 == xVrms
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Considering figure 2, according to Melta (2004  the output of D. C. voltage 

from the rectifier is  

    Vdc = Vrms – Vf     (3) 

Where Vf was maximum rectified forward voltage, representing the voltage 

drop in the  diode. Then   Vf = Vrms – Vdc  = 18 – 16.2 = 1.8V . 

For a diode,             Vf = 1.8/2 = 0.9V 

From data book, maximum rectified forward voltage Vf for  IN4002 is 0.9, with 

other parameters suh as Peak inverse voltage (VPR) = 100V ,   Peak inverse 

current (IPR) = 50f 

Maximum rectified forward current If = 1000mA (source, NTE Data 

Book, 1991) 

T2  Im = 96.068.02 =x      Vm = Vx 73.1292 =  
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  Idc = 

96.02x

=0.61V        Vdc = 
V

x
1.8

788.122
=

  

 For Diode D7                  Vf = 9 – 8.1  = 0.9V 

Hence, diode DIN4002 was employed. 

Considering figure 2, the value of capacitor used can be calculated using 

expression  

C = r

dc

fV

I

2        (4) 

       [Source: Horwitz and Hill 

(2000)] 

Where Vr = peak to peak ripple magnitude 

But Vdc = Vm - fc

I
V

V dc
m

r

22
−=

      (5) 

[Source:Millman & Halkias (1987)] 
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     = 220F 

Shunt Capacitor C4; Since it is a single diode  

      C4 =
)(2 dcm

dc

VVf

I

−     

 (6) 

(Source: Horowitz & Hill, 2000) 

    = )1.873.12(2

61.0

−f      ≈ 420F 

For Regulating Unit of theTransformer T1 and T2;  

 

Figure 2: Op-Amp Series Regulator 
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Basic Op-Amp Series Regulator with under listed Parameters was chosen for 

the design 

• Op-Amp (IC), 8pin metal Can, Type A741 

• Zener diode (D5 & D8) with under listed parameters 

 VzT (rated voltage) = 4.7v  , Iz (Tested Current) = 20mA  

  Pd (power rating ) = 0.5W         Tolerance= 1% 

• NPN Transistor of the following parameters   

VCBO (maximum voltage ) =40v   

Ft (maximum frequency) = 300mHz 

        ( source : NTE Data Book, 1991)  

For series resistor R3 with ZD5 

Pz = Iz Vz      (7) 

(Source:Theraja & Theraja, 2008) 

Iz(max) = 
mA4.10610

7.4

510 3 = −

 

Series Resistor; 

3

(max)

3 10)
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7.42.16
( 

−
=

−
=

z

outin

I

VV
R

     = 108  

Preferred and available resistor chosen = 110  

Total voltage of ZD5 and ZD8 = 4.7 + 4.7 = 9.4volt 

When desired regulated output voltage is higher than zener voltage ZD5 and ZD8  

should be of the same rating and in series,  (Mehta, 2004). For the reference 

point,10kΩ variable resistor was employed 

For basic Op-Amp series regulator (figure 2 &3) 

Vout = Vref  







 +
7

31
R

Rz

    (8)  

(Theraja & Theraja 2008) 

Vout = desired voltage, Vref = Total Zener voltage, R23 =Variable resistor and R7 

= fixed resistor 

Considering R23 at maximum point 

15 = 9.4










+

7
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1

R
      R7 = 16.6K      

R7 = 17K  was preferably chosen 

Then, series resistor R10 with ZD8 , since  Vz = IZTRz                
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−

235
1020
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310R

 

Preferred and available value = 230  

Afterward, calculated results were used to generate circuit diagram on pspice 

schematic editor.(figure 3) 

 

Simulation and Testing 

Simulation was carried out before the construction to gain a better 

understanding of circuit behaviour under various conditions and to actualize 

that the design was carried out as required, that, a variable power supply could 

work efficiently within the range of voltages specified 

Simulation types performed in the project were as followed  

• AC sweep analysis, sweeps the frequency of all independent ac sources 

from fstart to fstop (start frequency and stop frequency). This was used 

to determine the steady response of the circuit when sinusoidal excitation 

was applied. The frequency of excitation could be varied 

• Transient analysis, sweeps the time varying input sources from tstart to 

tstop.(start time and stop time). Satisfactory plots of oscillating 

waveforms at frequency (F) require max step 0.05/F. This assisted in 

determine the variation of response of the circuit with respect to time 

• Fourier analysis; to find the steady state response of the stable circuit 

driven by periodic excitation.  This has practical application in electronic 

power supply (Carlson 2000). 

• DC Sweep analysis: 

- To show the bias current of the circuit  

- To display differential voltage level of the circuit 

These simulations were carried out at temperature of 27oC and linear model 

approach was mostly used. 

 

Results and Discussion 

The bias current, that D.C. Sweep analysis of 0 – 15 volt variable power supply 

desired tremendously to assess the  accuracy of the circuit constructed.  The 

device was tested at different points and this was quite accurate when compared 

with current displaying by D.C. sweep analysis (Fig 4.6). 
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A.C. sweep,  the required voltage level which was  0 to 15 volt can be viewed, 

showing that the designed circuit functioned before construction. 

Also  voltge, real and reactive power of the device can be determined. Fig. 4.7 

displayed the waveform of  real and imaginary voltage value. 

The graphical pictures of transient waveform are the most valuable and 

informative simulation results, the simulation was carried out at  100ms .  The  

graphical pictures are shown in fig 4.8. 

It attained maximum point of 3.5KV in 10ms.  This is a quick response.  The 

displayed waveform in Fig 4.9a represents the status of a variable power supply 

after transformation stage. 

It could be observed that transformer T1 voltage value fluctuating between 24V 

A.C to 6V A.C (i.e. 24 - 6 =18).  This assisted in comparing the designed value 

with graphical result before proceeding forward with the design  (see Fig4.9a), 

let me add here, that the response of transformer T1 to varied voltage was 

insignificant while a small variance of voltage in transformer T2 produce a 

drastic change in final output value.  Summarily T1 is a refrence transformer 

while T2 is a multiplier which performed the function of variation. 

After regulating unit 15Volt had been attained and constant, any  increase or 

decrease in voltage value would be automatically corrected by the 

device.(figure 4.9b) 

Lastly fig4.10, observing the signal, it quite manifested that the signal rose and 

quickly approached zero at a period less than 1.5ms, this shows  the steady 

response of the circuit to periodic excitation, hence, building the circuit, it 

should be a stable device.  And this was achieved to appreciable level. 

Durability of the device, considering the variable resistor’s value chosen i.e. 

10kΩ, this would reduce appreciable increment in temperature value that might 

cause damage to the device, since current entering the circuit was extremely 

limited 

Economic evaluation, the cost of equipment depends on the power rating, 

considering the kilowatt value (25.6 watt), it is of high standard and powerful; 

hence, relatively it is cheap. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendation 

Conclusion  

Pspice can be used to model and simulate electronics circuits, schematic editor 

has many interfacing devices and components both analog and digital.  Its 
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graphical post processor probe is like a theoretical oscilloscope which allows 

plotting functional variable such as power, power factor ,fourier spectrum. Also 

it can be used to find average, peak, and rms voltage and current rating of 

devices and components. 

Lecturers, technologists and technicians, as well as students can observe the 

effects of change in design parameter without actually building the circuit. 

 

Recommendation 

Many computer programs have been devised to aid circuit analysis and design 

work, with aids of those programs, power versatile electronics circuit can be 

constructed and verified to make necessary modification. 

Inspite of this, learning of those packages should be encouraged and introduced 

as a course in any academic environment. 
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Figure 4.6 :Current level display on 0-15Vdc variable Power  Supply 
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Figure 4.7: AC sweep analysis wave form 0-15V variable Power Supply 
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figure 4.8b:Transient analysis wave form of variable power supply 100ns 

 

Figure 4.9: ACanalysis wave form after filtering stage  

 

 
Figure 4.10: Fourier analysis wave form of 0-15V dcvariable Power Supply 

  


